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GET YOUR
FEATHERS
FROM US!
The following information was sent to all
States early in February. We reprint it here.

Champiommat du monde de volibre
30th July- August 12th 1979.
Dear President,
In the beginning of this year, I am hereby giving
you all informations regarclli:lg the WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS the F.A.I. asked us to organize
and which will take place from July 30th to
August 12th in GRENOBLE.
Participating nations will be represented by 10
pilots each, divided at will into the various categories, with a maxium of 6 per category, (2
substitutes, 1 coach, 1 team leader are allowed).
Categories of gliders are defined as follows:
Class 1 : flexible sail aspect ratio 4, 5
Class 2 : flexible sail aspect ratio free
Class 3 : rigid wings or flexible sail with
aerodynamic controls.
The complete regulations will reach you very
shortly, written both in English and French,
official languages of the Championship.
The site of ST. HILAIRE DU TOWET, near
GRENOBLE, where events will take place will
enable flights with level variations of 800 and 1600
meters.
Control will be made through video and results
calculated by computers, in order to avoid any
disagreement.
August means summer and holiday time in the
Alps and the Dauphine. Come in numbers! May
the best man win!
Until I welcome you, I am sending you my best
wishes for 1979.
The President
A. MERCORELLI

To State Coordinators,
Please relay the following information to your
members.
The World Hang Glijing Championships will be
held near Grenoble, France from July 30th until
August 12th. The site is an exciting range of
mountains overlooking a wide valley. There are
optional take off sites at various altitudes from
2000' - 4000'. All sites face basically the same
direction to the valley. The timing of this championship is to agree with the winds.
The site is a snow ski resort in winter and the
main accomadation is directly on the site.
The tasks will be varied but approx. 50% of
these tasks will be cross country.
Each country will be allowed to enter 10 competitors. The classes will be class I, class II and
class III. The number of competitors in each class
is optional, but a limit of six in any one class.
Nominations are invited from pilots who would
like to represent Australia in France and be part of
the official team.
The requirements are as follows:
1. Have an Australian passport.
2. Must hold a F.A.l. sporting licence. (These
may be obtained after selection).
3. Must be in a position to pay his own travel
and entry expenses and kite transport
(approx. $2000.00)
4. Have been reasonably successful in past
competitions.
5. Send to: Selection Commitee,
Box 27,
North Brighton,
Victoria. 3186.
A. Entry fee of $250 (includes food and
accomadation in Grenable.)
B. Class you wish to enter.
C. Placings in previous competitions.
D. Nominations must be received no later
than April 1st.
Pilots not selected will have entry fee refunded.

INSURANCE CLAIM FOR
$5 0 M KNOCKED BACK

"A hang glider pilot is seeking to claim against
his insurance for damage caused when he collided
with an Fl 11 e".
Ridiculous? Only in part. We have had one
near miss in New South Wales with an Flll e
flying below 500' PERFECTLY LEGALLY!!!
All over the country there are LJR (Low Jet
Routes) used by military aircraft to practice their
low flying skills. They stretch from ground level
up. These UR 's are fixed and designated areas so,
find out if there is one near your flying site. Your
State executive should know, and your local DOT
office can tell you when these UR 's are active but only 24 hours in advance. By regulation, we as
pilots are required to stay out of these areas whilst
they are active. In this we are no different from
the pilots of Cessna lSO's or Jumbo Jets.

On March 3rd, 1979 Gordon Marr died In a
hang gliding accident at Kllcunda beach. Gordon's
sudden death is a tragic loss to us all in Victoria's
Hang gliding.
Gordon who was a highly experienced sail plane
instructor and holder of a Silver C, came to hang _
gliding some
years ago. With him he bought a
wealth of sound safety procedure and soaring experience to our then infant sport.
Gordon was for many years a Safety Officer
and it was his experience and enthusiam that
helped ·get a workable rating system established --as
well as the adoption of sound operating rules of
the air. He was also an active member of the East·
em Hang Gilding Club.
His chearfull and concientous approach to flying safety set an example to all who met him,no
one could be left unimpressed by his professional
approach to hang gliding.
Gordons unt imely death is a tragic loss to our
sport and hang glid Ing will be poorer for it. But we
can take some small consolation from our memory
of the many happy times we have spent together,

EDITORIAL
FEDERATION
AERONAUTIQUE
INTERNATIONALE
SPORTING LICENCE -AUSTRALIA

EDITORIAL,

This licence entitles the holder to fly in
any authorised competition, air race or
record attempt in any country represented
in the F.A.I. To gain any Australian Record
or FAI/CNL award an F.A .I. Sporting
Licence must be issued to the competitor.
Your F.A.l Sporting Licence is provided
complete with an attractive gold printed red
plastic wallet which is very convenient for
your State membership card and other documents.
The F.A.I. Sporting ni_cence is valid until
31st December, 1979 on payment of only
$5 .00 by financial members of T.A.H.G.A.
and A.W.S.A/Kite Flying Division.
Non members cannot be issued with an
F.A.l Sporting Licence.
Send cheque or money order for $5 .00 to
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia,
Box 1706 GPO, ADELAIDE S.A. 5001
with the following information: Membership
number, Full Name, Address, height, weight,
hair colour, eye colour, birth place, date of
birth, blood group, rating and positions held.
Allow three weeks for processing and
postage.

As much as I loved the glossy Skysailor I disliked getting 9 month old news. Now we don't
even get a glossy with State news, instead we get a
low quality publication with 6 month old news.
I realize I am saying nothing new YET! Lets
look at why Sky sailors late (this is not an excuse).
Money is not a major problem as we have varied
the quality to suit funds. Articles, we get so few,
most are written by the editor so no hold up. Well
where is the hold up?!
It comes from one person attempting to do a
job of six or mo.re. What happens is a State has a
good news team hjU!dling theie news Jetter, they
are split to do Skysailor and st.ate newsletter so we
are already in a bind with a high work load and not
enough to make two gqod .teams.
- SOLUTION SPEEDY NEWS & HOW
WE CAN HAVE IT.
I propose the State that is TAHGA's host for
that year simply print enough of its State newsletter eg., AIRWAVES N.S.W. and send it
Nationally. TAHGA would pay that years newsletter costs and therefore be free to the State
Association. To include National news as well is
no problem Skysailor gets little. (many thanks to
our few supporters).
So what comes in gets
pnnted. No worries.
This should work because each State has a
newsletter of the quality and style it is capable of
producing regularly with what number of staff
available and therefore with in there capability.
Plus T AHGA foots the bill.
It may work lets not divide what little man
power we have into small ineffective groups.

ROGER PULLEM.

LACHLAN.

I
Deai: Editor,
I would like to register my strongest possible
protest at the inclusion in Skysailor 17 of pictures
i!emf an.d advertisements about powered 'ul~
light flymg. (Ido not regard it as powered 'hang
gliding' because the word 'gliding' implies unpowered.)
Filst, the Constitution of TAHGA does n ot
provide for_the Association to become involved in
powe.red flight. Although power may not specifi?allY be ex.eluded, the definition of 'hang gliding'
m the Articles of Association says: ''HANG
GLIDING" includes all activities of persons interested in the operation and develop ment of
appropriate aircraft known as hang gliders and
man_n~ free .kites." The term 'hang glider has
traditionally re[~d _to unpowered "kites" (and
sub~qu,ently ngid wmgs), but the moment the
engine 1s attached the aircraft ceases to be a true
hang glider.
!he habit of newspapers (at least in N .S.W.) refe~g to a~cid~p ts involving powered ultralights
as hang _gliders has_ done nothing to help ow
efforts to nnprove the unage of our sport.
Apart from the Constitutional issue I feel that
motors d~ not belong in our sport. We are nor
ab1;>ut noise and p owCI and speed .. .we are into
qwet, gentle s o ~. Let's keep it that way. In
any event, anyone with half a brain must surely see
the dangers of sticking an engine onto an aircraft
that ~as nerer m~t to be flown undeJ: power,
especially a Rogollo . Only 2 weeks ago, a T.V.
newsreel showed -a powered Rogollo in England
comple~ely fold up and fall 250 ft . after making a
downwind tum. somehow the pilot SUIVived. In
the U.S.A. this year, eight powered U{.L pilots have
been_~e:<1- In N.S.W. the only two ' hang gliding"
fatalities m the last 18 months have been powered
U/L's - an Easy Riser and a Skycraft.
For the sake of the sport which is important to
most of us, let's stop thi. s insanity before it goes
~Y further. If you want to fly a powered Easy
Riser. ~r Skycraft, join the Sports Aircraft
Assoc,~tion and let them apply their controls and
regulations to what I consider to be a dangerous
fonn ?~ aviation. Fo1 those who are considering
motonsmg a Rogollo, please think again. We've
had enough problems with unpowered fatalities
over the past 3 to 4 years, and now that things
have_fmally_ settled down and the safety recoJ:d
starting to unprove the last thing we need is to
have_ the futl.ln: ?f ~al ha:n& gliding jeopardized by
a string of fatalities mvol.ving motorised Rogollos.
I feel that this issue is important enough for
each State Association to hold a referendum to
detennine members attitudes. U the majority
support the view expressed above t he TARGA
Constitution should be changed t o specifically
exclude th~ use of any sort of engine and a public
statell!ef!t issued dissassociating Tahga, the State
Asso~Jations_ and the members from any fonn of
ultralight flymg where an engine is used.
You rs sincerely,
Martyn Yeomans
N.S.W. Safety Officer.
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'All
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Av1at1on because of m envirom(/f1t is unforgiving
of mechanical or human failure :tu, :oni;equsnces
of failure are the highert an y one can pay'~
·Take care.

LACHLAN

Dear Lachlan,
I have a few items which might be worthy of
'the 'OOPS' column in the next issue of 'Skysailor'.
A couple of spelling errors in the last paragraph
on page 13 (Skysailor 17) escaped detection but
the one that needs com:ction refers to the statement that 'stainless steel' is steel that STAINS less
rather than 'strains less'. Assuming a modulus of
elasticity for carbon steel of 207000 MPa and
193000 MPa for type 316 stainless steel, it can be
shown that the stiain is higher in stainless steel for
the same load and cross sectional area.
I neglected to mention that the parts which I
photographed had come from a hang glider approximately one week old but, had been subjected to
total immersion in sea water overnight. It is fairly
obvious then that the rate of attack can be very
high in the right envuonment. I regret that I don't
know the history of the D.O.T. photos.
Good luck with Skysailors, I know there is a lot
of work to do to produce each issue.-

DAVE HOLDERNESSE.

Pete Lissenberg Nytleford/Porepunkah photo Chris Hill
Editorial contributions. including photographic
written and illustrated articles cannot be returned
unless accompanied by a self-addressed and
postage-paid envelope Skysailor reserves the right
to edit any materials contributed and cannot be
responsible for their handling No responsibility or
endorsel)1ent is implied by Skysailor or T.A.H.G.A.
regarding the herein presented products.

Advertising 1s presently being handled by the
publishers We will supply you with a schedule of
rates and mechanical requirements upon request.
Classified rates are located in the Tassified section.
Advertisers are reminded that the Trade Practices
Act 1974 provides severe penalties for false and
misleading advertising. It is not possible for Skyt:ailor
or T.A. H. G.A. to check the accuracy or quality of
goods offered by advertisers and, therefore. the
responsibility mus t lie with the persons and
companies submitting material for publication.
Change of Address should be submitted at the
earliest possible opportunity. to avoid delay and
confusion. witti all details of your previous
membership, relevant addresses. dates and num.ber.
to your State Co-ordinator or the central T.A.H.G.A.'
office.
All rights reserved. No information
publication may be used. reproduced.
retrieval system or transmitted in any
first obtaining permission from the
writing
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HOW I KEPT MY COOL AT CHRISTMAS
Well, there l was beside a lake near Renmark,
S.A., holding it with both hands, with people all
around. In front was a small coil of rope. Soon 1
was to have my first experience of it. I gritted my
teeth, my heart was pumping, my hands were
sticky already. What would it be like? A few last
words of advice.
"Remember to hold back as long as you can
and it'll all be OK".
Nice girl, Kim. Still, she had done it before,
and knew the technique. Suddenly, the rope was
snaking out; I dug my heels in as it came taut.
Then I could hold back no more. Ready or not, I
was on my way. Two reluctant steps and I was airborne. Scramble for the prone stimlp - DON'T
LOOK DOWN!! Eyes on the boat - Ah that's it.
Now pin 1 with my left hand to release the first
top leader, and climb - but not too steeply. Now
pin the second top leader rope, again with the left
hand and really get going up. The boat's far below
now - track the wake - looks nice.
Seems it's time to pin off, as I'm not getting
any higher, so give the slow do_wn signal, pull the
nose down, and wait for the rope to slacken. Now
pin off the bottom leader, this time with the right
hand without making a fool of myself.
The landing area was rather full of people and
kites and so, never having flown a Moyes Stingray
before, I elected to land on the waters edge. That's
when I discovered the pleasures of a dunk in 2 ft.,
of cool water on a 40 degrees C. day.
What are my impressions of towing? Well,
although my flights were short, there were plenty
of them, and top pilots flying top kites were picking up thermals. Steve Moyes went to 5000 and
10 km . one day. flying the rope demands a little
understanding and lots of co-operation between
boat crew and pilot, and you are expected to help
out when you are not flying. You get a lot of takeoff and landing practice at least as a beginner and it's GREAT FUN.
Obey three basic rules:1. Listen to the experts, keeping your mouth
shut.
2. Don't let go of the control bar from the
time you pick up the kite.
3. If you dunk on launch, pin off before you
hit the water, and under no circumstances
let go of the bar until you stop.
Do this, have an experienced boat driver, and
it's very safe. Thanks Bill and Steve Moyes for the
loan of a kite, Donny Gravette and Bobby French
for the invitation (and the loan of another kite)
and everyone for teaching me.
Finally, ask Colin Barry how many swear
words, jacks, planks, and 4-W-D's it takes to get a
Toyota ute out of soft sand!
MARTIN (Tree-tops) PEARCE.

TAHGA EXCUTIVE
Well, these are our last few words directed to
th.e general membership. Within the next month or
two the Executive will be moving from Victoria
probably to New South Wales who are preparing a
team.
We wish them well in the task of taking
TAHGA (and HGFA too) forward as a strong
national body for the benefit of all pilots. This is
more than we can claim for the past year, a year
which has been largely one of 'holding the fort'.
Two significant achievements were gained - insurance (at a cost) and a new ANO 95.8. This is what
happens when you have an actively flying executive. Lois of flying and not much writing.
So if you live or fly in New South Wales and
you wish to see lots of good positive action come
from TAHGA, then please come forward and give
the new executive team a hand - they will need it
and appreciate it.

AN09S.8
You should havt all received a copy of the new
ANO 95 .8 with your last Skysailor. The administrative implications of it will be hammered out at
the forthcoming convention. With the increased
poweres we now have, also comes the onus to
administer these powers in a very fair and responsible manner.

World Hang Gliding Championships
Grenoble, France.
The problem of how to select a team without a
competition is something we have been tossing up
for some time. We finally decided that the best
way is to rust see how many competition flyers
have the money to go • .We are setting up a separate
account to handle the entry fee money sent in. For
details see the separate notice on the championships in this issue.

Fees/)nsurance
We raised the issue offees in the last issue. The
issue, to us, is so important that we feel we must
raise it again.
As you are aware, our insurance rates are now
$10 per head and 77c each stamp duty. This last
year in subs, TAHGA received $7.50 per head
originally, of which 50c was for insurance.
Due to the raised rates, we exact~d this past
year a levy of SlO per member for insurance, providing a total income of $17.50 per head to TAHGA.
At the last federal convention (Burra) this years
TAHGA sub. was raised to $15 per head. This was
prior to the new insurance rate rise. Your State
executives have voted by post to retain this sub
with no increase for insurance. At $10.77 per
head, T AHGA now has an after premium income
of $4.33 per head. This is a 50% cut instead of a
100% rise in T AHGA income, so do not expect
miracles. If you want a quality magazine, and an
active, effective management, well, you only get
what you pay for. So tell your State executives at
your meetmgs. Without money TAHGA can do
nothing effective, and we will end up a very much
weakened oiganisation, possioly without a say in
vital matters affecting us all such as ANO changes
and so forth.
Finally, as our term of office expires, we, the
1978 executive, have one thing to say:
HOORAY! WE ARE FREE, LETS GO FLY!!!

,
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PARACHUTE REVIEW
There are quite a variety of brands of
parachutes available so we have reprinted some
parts of an, "owners manual" to see what you get
for your dollar (courtesy Bennet Delta Wings Inc.)
and what is involved in fitting such an important
safety device to your glider.
We recommend that you get one for inland
flying but some interesting facts have shown up
after a couple of Phoenix's broke up in t he U.S .
(refer Hang Gliding July, Aug& Sept '78).
Witnesess stated that in most cases the- pilots
fell 400- 1500 ft before the chute was deployed.
This means you have to be at least 1500- 2000 ft
when you get into trouble!! or you could be
"Cactus"! It is true that during manufacturers
trials, chutes opened almost instantly. Think
about the idea of taking one hand of the "A"
frame to open a pouch while your glider is tumbling at a rate of one flip a second and its a different
story.
So a parachute won't help you if you hit a
boomer on take off or on landing approach (below
500 ft) but GET ONE AS ITS WORTH A '"TRY",
AND IT HAS PROVED TO WORK IF YOU HAVE
ENOUGH HEIGHT.

-

HANG GLIDER PARACHUTE SUPPLIERS
Parachutes Australia Pty. Ltd.
407 Kent St.,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000. PH: (02) 29 6441

Similar to Bennet and Sky Sports $217.
(appears to be excellent value).
Joe Chitty.
9 Bimbadeen Crt.,
Bayswater. 3153 PH: (03) 729 9038
This system uses a drogue shute to speed up
deployment. (good idea). P.O.A.

Delta Wings Aust.

Alan Lang,
2 Henery Ave ., N.S.W .
PH: (02)

2224

2 models $290 & $320. (imported from U.S.A.)
Wind Haven

Suncoast Hang Gliding
2071 Chevallum Rd.,
Qld. 4555

imported from U.S.A. P.O.A.
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ACCIDENT TYPE
pilot
site
glider
harness
hel1tet
wind
defects
da1tage

FATAL

Gordon HARR
date 3 Har 79
Kilcunda dunes
descriotion Training site 40ft. dunes
Delta Uin9s Phoenix 6B
Sky Sports Supine
note ; Glid~r was oorr~ctly rigg~d for
Bell soaring
supinP as p~r manufacturPrs manual
20 1t.p.h. steady
in equip1tent NONE
glier keel at TE of sail, A fraNe up rights bent.

pilot rating H2

3yrs experience, 2yrs on that type •

If
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
1. Bill Davis flew a few minutes before and made
a smooth soaring flight in a Cohen Super 2
and had no problems penetrating. •·
2. Gordon rigged up and a wind check at the
take off area showed 20m.p.h. and about 2-3
degrees to the left of square on.
3. Gordon was in a supine harness (his first flight
after 3 months) and made a good launch into
wind with the aid of myself as wire man.
4. Take off was good and Gordon tracked left
(into wind). His legs were out straight and
the glider descended from 30ft. to 20ft. above
the dunes and started to head for the beach
(Gordon had not intended to soar his flight).
5. By this time his left wing was over the walk
track to the beach. This walk track is a
shallow slope with steep sides.
6. At this point his left wing dropped slightly
and he folded his legs back for a fraction of a
second but immediatly put them out again
and he moved hard over to the right.
7. The glider slowly continued to turn to the left
until it was checked by Gordon when he was
80-90 degrees to the wind. He had leveled the
wings and I assume picked up speed to set the
glider up for landing. It is quite common to
land in the area where he was headed for, he
appeared to have the glider well under control
at this point in time.

8. I then lost site of him as the glider descended
in level altitude below terrain and ran to assist
him on landing.
9. I found him lyi ng in a localized hollow about
30ft. in diameter and surrounded by small
shrubs on ·the road side of the dunes (road
still some 1000 ft away).
10. The glider had turned about 180 degrees from
its last sighted heading. Gordon was still
strapped in and laying on his right side unconcious and with a broken Jaw . I proceeded to
give first aid and sent Bill for an Ambulance,
although Gordon wore a Bell soaring helmet
he sustai ned head injuries.
11. I believe the gliders left wing tip must have
struck a small group of trees 3ft. - 4ft. high
(3 trees). These would explain the glider
facing back the way it came.
12. Gordon was in hospital about 30 min. after
the accident and died of
injuries
(internal) about 2hrs. later.
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1/Left wing encnuntered turbulence and lost lift (did not tip stall) causing an
an involentary 90 deg. turn.
Pilot regained control but was only 10ft. above ground and flying cross
wind
ln this situation the pilots ability to Nanouver would be
restricted due to low altitude.
On touch down the gliders left wing tip hit sNall bushes causing a ground
loop.
A ground loop is not nor1tally disastrous but in this case the glider
ground looped into a s1tall bowl about 30ft. dia. and 5ft. deep it is
likely the pilot absorbed Nost of the iNpact as the glider suffered only
light da1tage.
The pilot was incredibly unfortunate to suffer fatal injuries in such a
situation one would have expected only daNage to the- glider and so"e
bruising of liNbs.
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DISTA CE - SPEED -TIME
MPH

600 360

CRITICAL SECONDS

SECONDS

IOmiles

60

100

Smiles

345

60

5mlles

30

50

4miles

24

40

Move bock 12 feet from this illus tru !on. From
th•I position the s!!houettes r cpr ese.nt • T-33
aircraft as it would appear to you from the distances indicated in the table on the left. The
time required to cover these distances is given
in seconds for com bined speeds of 360 and 600 mph.

.......

The blocks on the lower left mark the danger area.
for the speeds quoted, when aircraft are on a
collis io n cours e. This danger area is based on
the recognition and reaction times shown in the
table on the lower right.
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